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Facial Expression Coding System for Stylized Characters

             76% 86% 80% 96%

Figure 1: Several example images that were designed to trigger joy using our system, and the resulted MTurk scores (in percents) obtained
on these images.

Abstract1

This research is motivated by a desire to create an underlying struc-2

ture or language for use in the design and motion of facial expres-3

sions for stylized characters. We demonstrate a clear set of facial4

component movements and orientations called “triggers” that show5

illustrators, designers and animators an efficient and clear way of6

creating initial facial expressions for fast prototyping and easy edit-7

ing, e.g. in early story ideas or “roughs”. Specifically, we suggest8

triggers for six cardinal facial expressions which cover the gamut9

of human expressions that are typically needed for animatics, the10

moving version of 2D or 3D storyboards used in the beginning of11

the production pipeline for the development of animated films and12

games. To determine the facial triggers we use Amazon’s Mechan-13

ical Turk; we iteratively change the facial components to achieve14

high confidence that the expression will evoke human emotion and15

convey the intended communication. The final triggers allow us16

to map expressions universally onto highly stylized characters, ab-17

stracted faces, and even onto inanimate objects.18

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional19

Graphics and Realism—Animation;20

Keywords: Stylized characters, animation, facial expressions, me-21

chanical turk22

1 Introduction23

It is critical when communicating human emotions visually to be24

completely sure that the expression presented is being received25

without any ambiguity. The importance of creating recognizable26

expressions cannot be understated as almost all storytelling media27

rely on evoking a predictable, clear response from the audience.28

When designing complex personalities for digitally animated char-29

acters this becomes even more important as audiences learn to read30

the characters and are encouraged to suspend disbelief. The hu-31

man ability to recognize and interpret facial expression in stylized32

characters as emotion is one of our most sophisticated and innate33

perceptual skills. In this research, we propose the underlying visual34

rules that govern recognition of facial expression in stylized char-35

acters (see the teaser for illustration of joy and the corresponding36

human study scores).37

Understanding facial expressions in stylized characters and creating38

a semantic vocabulary for visual communication would contribute39

significantly to both the efficiency and effectiveness of any produc-40

tion team. Illustrators, animators, character designers for games or41

film, and storytellers in any medium could benefit enormously from42

understanding and applying these findings. No current methodol-43

ogy exists that allows the animator to configure a characters expres-44

sion and feel complete confidence that the expression will convey.45

This is currently an artistic process that requires trial and error, is46

time consuming and ultimately can be very frustrating. It is both a47

difficult technical problem and a visual and storytelling challenge.48

As a result of this work, we have found that particular facial pat-49

terns trigger recognition that an expression is present. There is50

vast untapped potential for research that focuses directly on the51

design of character rigs and set up that incorporates an underly-52

ing understanding of human facial triggers interpreted using the53

more stylized coarse mesh that can be built directly into the techni-54

cal pipeline. Ultimately it is the pattern-recognition that animators55

need to know when they are working with stylized characters since56

a measurement that might work for a database-derived expression57

on a real face is useless for a dragon or a Mr. Potato Head, whose58

faces do not correspond to population-averaged norms.59

These triggers are roughly divided into the upper and lower parts60

of the face and include the eyebrows and their surrounding skin;61

the position and shape of the exposed iris; the shape of surround-62

ing eye white; the position and orientation of the nose and the skin63

around it; the exposure of the teeth; and the shape and openness of64

the lips/mouth. In this work, we focus on communication of cardi-65

nal facial expressions; researching communication of more subtle66

expressions is a subject of future work and beyond the scope of this67

paper.68

In particular, we have followed Ekman’s classical human facial ex-69

pression research [Ekman 1999] in confining ourselves to six basic70

categories of emotion: fear, sadness, joy, anger, surprise, and dis-71

gust. We include neutral as an illustration of the character showing72

no expression. We show that, using our rules, we can produce styl-73

ized facial expressions for each of the categories that can achieve74

as high as 96% unanimity with our randomized audience–an im-75

pressive demonstration of the clarity of well-chosen expressive ele-76

ments. This is similar to Ekmans work for human facial expression77

which shows that strong viewer agreement is possible for the clear-78

est example of faces in each emotion category (after correcting for79

any contextual or posture information).80

Stylized and simplified faces offer great advantages for studying the81

fundamental elements of the faces emotional language. We are able82

to reduce the variables to their minimal necessary components. This83
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Figure 2: Cardinal expressions for a stylized character.

is impossible with realistic faces. Using our approach, we can mix84

and match these components in limitless combination while being85

confident that our observers will respond as though the faces were86

motivated by real, discernible feelings. Our rules were designed87

iteratively by refining stylized faces based on crowd-sourcing feed-88

back from Mechanical Turk eventually achieving between 82 and89

96% MTurk viewer agreement. As in [Lasseter 1987] where Las-90

seter described the basic rules of animation, we describe basic rules91

for conveying cardinal emotions for stylized characters. The rules92

that have emerged from our testing can be successfully repeated as93

we demonstrate in the paper.94

While human facial expression has been researched extensively95

[?][?] [?][?][?], there are only a few published papers that con-96

sider stylized facial expressions. [Tinwell et al. 2011] is the closest97

paper to our research and it does not include the signals used by98

the observers to recognize expressions and does not cover extreme99

stylization. [Wallraven et al. 2006] shows the effectiveness of styl-100

ized faces that are more mechanical in their production, without101

involvement of artists or improvement process. Tests were run to102

compare different stylizations of the same expression, and partici-103

pants were asked to express preferences, to choose the expression104

portrayed from a list and to rate expressions by intensity, similar to105

the study described here. The paper results recognize both the exis-106

tence, and the efficacy, of the coarse grid however it appears that ar-107

tistically created stylized faces are not a focus. In somewhat related108

work [Gooch et al. 2004] method for stylizing facial expressions109

of humans was proposed and it was shown that communication of110

stylized facial expression faster than realistic expression. Finally,111

in [DeCarlo and Santella 2002] it is shown how to use a model of112

human perception for the stylization of photographs as a new pos-113

sibility for non-photorealistic rendering.114

2 Contributions115

The contributions of our paper include:116

• Creating facial patterns (based on refinements suggested117

through repeated real-world tests) which provoked a consis-118

tent viewer emotional reading, across a wide range of facial119

types and styles, (stylized realistic and less realistic), and hu-120

manoid (more or less) resulting in a reliable universal trigger121

analysis.122

• Identification of three separate variables that greatly influence123

how humans respond to cardinal expressions–elements of fa-124

cial expressions that significantly increased readability (con-125

structive variables), those that decreased readability (decon-126

structive variables) and those that could be changed without127

changing the result (non-functioning variables).128

• We found that fear and disgust presented different challenges129

apart from joy, sadness, anger and surprise. Viewers seemed130

to assume one of the former four emotions were present by131

default, unless disgust or fear facial cues were totally un-132

ambiguous. With both it took as many as forty iterations to133

achieve viewer consensus. Nothing similar occurred when134

testing joy, sadness, anger and surprise. Smiles, besides al-135

lowing an almost unlimited amount of variability in the eye-136

brow and forehead configuration without losing viewer agree-137

ment, were also found to be the expression most likely to be138

seen in non-human faces that we tested.139

3 Experimental Setup140

Below is a description of the research that has been accomplished141

using several different characters in several different styles. All142

have been tested and revised based on the results gathered from our143

work with Mechanical Turk. In a feedback loop, we improve the144

accuracy of facial expressions by making quick alterations based145

on viewer response. As a result, we have been able to design ex-146

pressions that consistently score in the 85-95% range in multiple-147

choice recognition tests. According to a recent study, Mechani-148

cal Turk participants are at minimum as representative of the U.S.149

population as those from conventional subject pools. We carefully150

regulated the testing process in order to obtain valid and reliable re-151

sults. Participants in our study were required to have a prior 95% or152

greater successful test completion rate, as controlled by Mechanical153

Turk.154

Participants evaluated a given facial expression by choosing one an-155

swer in a forced-choice questionnaire. The response options were156

restricted to the six primary emotions as illustrated in Fig. 2 (joy,157

sadness, anger, surprise, fear, disgust) as well as the choice of none.158

Due to the possibility of forced-choice bias [rus ], we verified the re-159

liability of the test by conducting several free-listing trials. In these160

tests participants filled in a box with one word to describe best the161

emotion of the presented expression. These individuals were not162

given any response possibilities or suggestions. We found no sig-163

nificant difference (p > 0.05) between the results of forced-choice164

and free-listing test formats. The number of participants for each165

trial was 50. When we replaced our multiple-choice interface with166

fill-in-the-blanks, we also retained a very similar consensus, based167

on our reading of which terms could be considered synonymous168

(e.g. fear=worry=anxiety).169

4 Facial Triggers170

One great advantage of using stylized faces is the ability to cre-171

ate configurations and combinations that would be impossible with172

an actor or manipulated realistic face. By changing which facial173

regions were active and the degree of activity, we are able to deter-174

mine key variables with high degree of precision. These triggers,175

once identified, can be utilized across many degrees of simplifica-176

tion and stylization, as long as the fundamentals of the underlying177

patterns are understood.178
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Figure 3: Responses to ”neutral” faces. We considered our neutral
faces successful when over 40% of the respondents chose ”No Emo-
tion”, and the other choices were more or less evenly scattered, as
here. Here the neutral pattern scattering is quite similar between
one face and the next, in spite of the dramatic differences in the
character design.

Stylized, artist-drawn faces can be extremely effective in portray-179

ing basic human emotions. In our tests, we were able to find fea-180

ture patterns that were recognized as the six cardinal expressions181

by 85-95% of our viewers, an extremely high rate of agreement.182

We found that the recognition rate did not change when applied to183

very different stylized characters; it was independent of changes in184

texture, proportion, level of detail, or level of similarity to the real185

human face.186

We have chosen to separate our results into two parts and left fear187

and disgust to the end of this section. Fear and disgust presented us188

with our biggest challenges, requiring an enormous amount of trial189

and error until we were able to craft stylized faces which achieved190

more than 80% viewer agreement, which we would not have been191

able to do without the quick feedback loop provided by our testing192

method.193

Perhaps one reason for the difficulty is that both are rarely encoun-194

tered in everyday life, in contrast to joy, sadness, and anger. Sur-195

prise, while in theory only visible in an instant of being caught un-196

awares, is commonly mimed to accompany a conversational point.197

4.1 Neutral198

To create neutral expression we used line and 3D renderings; the199

results for both styles were very similar. We also found that there200

is very little user agreement on stylized faces with the features de-201

signed to mimic a human face at rest. We considered our neutral202

tests successful when 40% of our viewers saw the face as No Emo-203

tion” and the other responses were randomly scattered across the204

emotive spectrum. See examples in Fig. 3.205

Stylized faces tend to be seen as projecting a persona no matter206

what expression cues are present, perhaps because of the way they207

exaggerate and even satirize characteristics of realistic faces (i.e.208

funny noses, wild hair, robotic eyes). This makes the unanimity of209

responses to our successful expressive faces even more impressive,210

given the complete scattering of viewer reactions to the same faces211

at rest. Further tests are needed to determine if stylized faces, be-212

cause of their exaggerated and even comic character, have a much213

stronger tendency to be seen as having some expression (even when214

none is present) than the equivalent realistic human face. Many car-215

toon characters display what we term ”hyper-alert” eyes, where the216

at-rest eye displays large amounts of white above the iris. In real217

Figure 4: Dominance of eyebrow cue in anger. The angry mouth
is not perceived by viewers as indicating anger if the crucial cue
of the lowered, angled eyebrow is missing. Here a face seen as
angry loses that effect almost entirely when the eyebrows are level.
The widened, occluded iris eye on the middle figure is not nearly as
strong as a cue (28%); when that is neutralized the mouth (which
has stayed the same) has no weight as a cue on its own.

faces, such upper eye white display only appears in expressions like218

fear and surprise. As can be seen from Fig. 3 the hyper-alert eyes219

on the left did not strike our respondents as more surprised or afraid220

than the more realistic eyes in the center.221

4.2 Anger222

The key triggers for anger are the lowered, angled brow; the223

widened, tensed eye; and the snarling or tightened mouth. Ev-224

ery primary expression has a particular weighting of the features225

in terms of where the viewer looks the most for their information.226

This is particularly striking with anger, where the impact of the227

widened eye/lower brow pattern that is the key trigger for the ex-228

pression creates a strong anger cue that will allow a wide range of229

both open and closed mouth shapes to appear angry. But the same230

angry mouth that appears in a face with 94% viewer agreement no231

longer strikes viewers as angry when the eyebrows are leveled and232

the anger score plummets to 14%; relaxing the upper lids reduces233

the anger signal to virtually zero (6%). On the other hand, a com-234

pletely inactive mouth does not prevent a face with lowered brows235

alone as registering a 72% anger score. See Fig. 4 for illustrations236

of that.237

4.3 Sadness238

Sadness was a consistent alternative reading with most of our less239

successful frightened or disgusted faces, rarely completely absent240

and consistently chosen by 20-30% of respondents. However, when241

the eyebrows alone were moved a character whose relaxed face had242

a 20% sad score, was perceived as sad by nearly 90% of our respon-243

dents. The sad mouth is a strong cue on its own, provoking 62% of244

our respondents to see an otherwise neutral face with a sad mouth245

as sad. Fig. 5 illustrates these ideas.246

4.4 Surprise247

Surprise is another of the robust expressions, and is perhaps the sim-248

plest of all expressions to depict. Surprise requires three elements to249

which respondents assigned equal weight: raised, level eyebrows;250

widened eyes; and opened, relaxed mouth. Changing any one of251

the 3 seriously eroded the results even with the other two held con-252

stant. Since all three surprise cues are easily expressed in a stylized253
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Figure 5: Mouth triggers in sadness. We are easily persuaded to
see the face as sad. Unlike in anger where the angry mouth on its
own carries almost no perceptual weight, sadness can be portrayed
with just the downturned mouth and a neutral upper face, as here.
However the 62% sadness response is much lower than the 85%
sadness response we obtained when we tested a face with the sad
pattern brow combined with a neutral mouth.

Figure 6: The mouth shape and eyebrows are critical to convey
Surprise.

language, extremely simplified characters can be perceived as look-254

ing surprised by a strong plurality of viewers, in a typical instance255

achieving 94% agreement. We found that viewers were sensitive to256

any changes of the mouth shape from the simple oval of the opened,257

unstressed mouth, and any suggestion of mouth tension tended to258

imply the presence of fear, though always expressed as a minority259

opinion. We also found there is an optimal height for eyebrow lift260

and results improve as the brow raises to that level; beyond that261

point extra lift has no effect on the result. Figures 6, 7, 8 illustrate262

these ideas.263

4.5 Joy264

The key facial triggers are the tensing of the lower eyelid, the puff-265

ing of the cheeks, and the stretching and arching of the lips. We are266

pre-disposed to read joy in the open-mouthed smiling face, whether267

or not the upper face is participatory. The highest user agreement268

is achieved with upper/lower face agreement, but the benefit of a269

”correct” face as here compared to a less correct face is relatively270

small. The smile is one of the most robust expressions we tested,271

clearly legible in an enormous variety of configurations as long as272

the bow-shaped, open mouth is present. Lacking the same obvious273

cues, the closed-mouth smile is harder to pose effectively; the +90%274

Figure 7: Non-functional feature movements in surprise. We found
there is an optimal height for eyebrow lift, and results improve as
the brow raises to that level. Beyond that point extra lift does not
improve the recognition of the smile, and even (as here) can erode
the clarity of the results.

Joy 2
Sadness 0
Anger 0
Surprise 94
Fear 2
Disgust 2
No Emotion 0

Figure 8: Surprise successfully conveyed by simplified character.
Surprise requires three elements to which our respondents assigned
equal weight: raised, level eyebrows; widened eyes; and opened,
relaxed mouth. Changing any one of the 3 seriously eroded the re-
sults even with the other 2 held constant. Since all three surprise
cues are easily expressed in a stylized language, extremely simpli-
fied characters can be perceived as looking surprised by a strong
plurality of viewers, in this instance achieving 94% agreement.
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Figure 9: The smile cue is the most powerful we tested. The open-
mouthed smile cannot be confused with any other facial cue, and
if it is present the overwhelming number of respondents saw it as
representing joy. Although the face on the right is quite similar in
the upper face, none of those cues have any weight, and with the
upper teeth still exposed (one of the mouth cues in smiles) but the
all-important bowed lower lip missing, not a single respondent de-
tected joy. The flip from 94% to 0% was the most dramatic reversal
in all of our single-cue tests.

closed-mouth smile is likely based on cues we have yet to discover275

and test. The bullet-proof nature of the smile is no small reason276

such a variety of creatures and characters have been successfully277

animated, and elsewhere we demonstrate effective found smiles on278

objects as various as window hinges and electric meters; all that279

is required is two dots and an arc. Smiles are the only expression280

where the eyebrows play no direct role at all; even their total ab-281

sence makes no difference in the results. Likewise the eyes being282

extra-opened does not diminish the recognition rate of the smile,283

a fact that animators have also used in creating so many charac-284

ters with impossibly widened eyes. Joy is not visible in the upper285

face in even a fractional way once the obvious smile configuration286

disappears. See Fig. 9 for illustration.287

4.6 Fear and Disgust: A Special Case288

Fear and disgust are easily confused with other expressions; sadness289

and anger in the case of disgust, sadness and surprise in the case290

of fear. Respondents had a bias in favor of anger, sadness, and291

surprise, and only accepted faces as afraid or disgusted if the cues292

were unambiguous and correct within a very narrow range.293

4.6.1 Fear294

Fear is expressed in three main cues: widened eyes; distressed295

brow; stretched, tensed, and (usually) opened mouth. We were able296

to gradually improve viewer response as we increased any one of297

the elements after the other two were already present. We found no298

cases where two of the elements alone in any combination were ef-299

fective, and certainly no single element will work. If there is no dis-300

tress in the brow or the mouth, for example, no fear is detected. As301

soon as the brows begin to angle upwards and the mouth is tensed,302

fear response goes from 2% to 30%. As the mouth widens, while303

tensed at the level of the lower lip, the fear response increases. Fi-304

nally, adding more distinctly distressed brows and a much more305

horizontally stretched lower lip more than doubles the fear percep-306

tion. The relaxed/tense mouth shape is an important deciding factor307

in whether surprise (relaxed) or fear (tense) will be seen in the face.308

Unlike disgust, the stretched mouth of fear seems to offer more pos-309

sible working configurations. One of our less-successful fear mod-310

Expression %
Joy 0 0
Sadness 4 28
Anger 2 8
Surprise 2 4
Fear 76 48
Disgust 16 12
No Emotion 0 0

Figure 10: Subtle cues in fear. Respondents can easily choose sad-
ness rather than fear with the distressed brow. Although we had
originally thought that wide opened eyes, never present in human
sadness, would be enough to prevent confusion, in our tests the
actual cues that separated the two expressions proved much more
elusive. Here the only apparent difference is the less opened mouth
and the less stressed upper lip, but 24% more respondents thought
the face on the right was more sad than fearful.

els displays very little change in result when the mouth is stretched311

more widely, the 4% uptick too small to be useful. See Fig. 10 for312

examples.313

4.6.2 Disgust314

In addition, we designed faces to determine the role of the mouth315

in fear and disgust and found that viewers rejected all but the most316

successful mouth shapes. Characters expressions tested as much as317

80% different when the mouth shape was altered in certain ways,318

even when the rest of the face was left unchanged and the other trig-319

gers were the same. This was a surprising discovery as much con-320

ventional wisdom suggests that the configuration of the eyes convey321

the most significant expressive information, not the mouth. We also322

determined that identifying the non-performing variables for fear323

and disgust was far more difficult than for the other four expres-324

sions because viewers seemed to take crucial cues from every part325

of the face, leaving none to alter.326

A very different condition arises with the expression of disgust,327

where the weighting of the recognition is dependent on regions328

around the nose that has no bearing at all on the other 5 major ex-329

pressions so much so that on our character with no nose at all, all330

of the other 5 expressions were easily recognized with 70% agree-331

ment. In disgust, by contrast, having a character design where the332

nose tip and cheek area around the nose is inflexible makes it im-333

possible to achieve the sort of strong viewer agreement achievable334

in every other case. The weighting of the nose region in disgust335

is so high, in fact, that a strong disgust vote was discernible even336

on a face (2D at this point) where the mouth was borrowed from a337

neutral face. See Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.338

4.7 Stylized triggers: Some Considerations339

Anatomical similarity to the human face was only a very rough340

guide to which configurations might be the most effective. This is341

the clearest in the case of the hyper-alert eye. In the actual human342

eye, very few people show any degree of eye white (sclera) above343

the iris when their face is at rest; even when that is the case, the344

amount displayed is very slight. Exposed upper eye white, in fact,345

is a trigger for shock, surprise, or fear with the real human face.346
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Expression %
Joy 2 2 12
Sadness 10 6 2
Anger 8 4 14
Surprise 0 0 2
Fear 4 0 2
Disgust 74 84 62
No Emotion 2 4 6

Figure 11: Full face participation in disgust. Disgust is unique
in involving every area of the face, including the nose and middle
cheeks. The right hand figure demonstrates the importance of nose
wrinkling and cheek creasing; with the mouth neutral it still scored
62%.

Expression %
Joy 2 0
Sadness 6 84
Anger 4 2
Surprise 0 0
Fear 0 8
Disgust 84 4
No Emotion 4 2

Figure 12: Volatility of the expression of disgust. Anger, sadness,
and joy can still be recognized by many viewers of only one cue
is present. This is decidedly not true with disgust, where we found
many cases where changing one cue - in this case the mouth - makes
the disgust cues in the other parts of the face virtually unreadable.
The pose on the left was our most successful attempt to achieve high
agreement on disgust, scoring 84%, but when one of our artists re-
placed the mouth with one with ambiguous cues, 84% of our re-
spondents saw the same face as sad.

Expression %
Joy 76 58
Sadness 2 2
Anger2 0 6
Surprise 16 14
Fear 0 2
Disgust 0 2
No2Emo?on 6 16

Figure 13: Suggesting joy cues with line art. We found that line art
can create significant cues with a much smaller amount of visual
information than fully rendered, 3D art.

Several of our characters, by contrast, had eyes which displayed347

what we call the hyper-alert resting pattern, with an enormous348

amount of exposed eye white above the iris, many times the diam-349

eter of the iris itself. In spite of this very unnatural feature, in our350

tests the response patterns we observed with our hyper-alert charac-351

ters did not differ in any significant way from that of our characters352

with much more realistic eyes. Surprisingly this included the neu-353

tral hyper-alert face, where the scattered viewer response pattern354

was nearly identical to our non-hyper alert faces, without the spike355

in fear or surprise one might expect (and certainly would get with a356

human face).357

We also found that line art (Fig. 13) can provide cues with a much358

smaller amount of data than fully rendered, 3D art. Most specif-359

ically we discovered a small but significant spike in the recogni-360

tion of joy when a single, tiny curved line is flipped horizontally at361

the corners of the mouth. This was our predicted result based on362

the way that line summarizes the bulging of the cheeks which is a363

very highly-weighed feature in the smile; flipped the other way this364

same curve does not suggest the topography of the bulged cheek in365

the same effective way. Finally, we found that there is a limit to366

the range of movement that is expressively significant. Most par-367

ticularly we found that the raising of brows is highly effective in368

the expression of fear and surprise, showing a different recogni-369

tion rate as the brows rise up the forehead, up until a certain upper370

limit when a continuing brow raise provokes no corresponding dif-371

ference in viewer response. Here we hypothesize that the fact that372

no human eyebrow can rise past that point creates a similar percep-373

tual limit when viewing a non-human character enacting a move-374

ment in a zone where we have no expectation anything significant375

can happen. Pattern recognition is potentially much more flexible376

and complex than the simple point-to-point mapping which current377

CG technology can so well achieve when creating accurate human378

faces.379

Our most compelling finding along those lines came with the ex-380

pression of anger, where a completely non-anatomical (the frown-381

ing muscles only affect the inner third of the eyebrow) extending382

of the angle of the inner brow (anatomically correct) with the outer383

brow (creating one continuous descending angle) provoked a very384

significant upwards spike in the recognition rate for anger.385

4.8 Universal Triggers386

Humans have extremely elastic criteria when it comes to what we387

perceive as a face. We seem to be hard-wired to consider an enor-388
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Expression %
Joy 0 2 0
Sadness 90 78 84
Anger 2 2 2
Surprise 0 0 0
Fear 0 0 8
Disgust 6 6 6
No Emotion 2 12 0

Figure 14: Although the actual muscle movements which create
the sadness cues are highly complex, it is easy to suggest the facial
movements associated with sadness with simple graphic equiva-
lents. Required is a notation that is perceived of as obliquely angled
eyes (or eyebrows), and another as a downturned mouth; a require-
ment here met by a manipulated photograph of a pepper, a found
potato face, and one of our characters. Just because an expression
is conveyed with minimal means does not make it less legible, and
here almost the opposite seems to be the case. The potato is less
effective only because (we theorize) not everyone saw it as face.

mous range of stimuli as representing the features, as long as the389

basic four elements are present: two eye-like shapes above a mouth-390

suggesting shape, in a bounded surround. Once these minimum cri-391

teria are met, almost any depicted or found configuration is a poten-392

tial character, and we seem to unconsciously assign that character a393

personality. This is proven not only in the literature but also by the394

variety of successful creatures and entities that have been created395

by artists over the years from such unlikely objects as boats, planes,396

cars, appliances, and plants.397

These creations communicate their feelings by means of features398

that, while often highly inventive and non-anatomical, manage to399

convey the message of smiling, sadness, anger, etc. without any loss400

in the translation. Disney artists, for example, managed to make401

ducks smile, not a simple matter given the peculiar and inflexible402

nature of the beak. Compared to Donalds beak, the teapots, clock,403

and candlestick of Beauty and the Beast presented much less of a404

challenge.405

To find the underlying pattern that allows a variety of facial sources406

to communicate the facial expressions we tested a range of both407

line-drawn and 3D characters representing a continuum from real-408

istic to stylized and non-human faces culled from the growing col-409

lection of found faces collected on various websites. We obtained410

very similar results regardless of the type of face, using our under-411

standing as to the required triggers. See Fig. 14, 15, 16.412

5 Conclusion413

We have uncovered patterns and stimuli which we have not previ-414

ously encountered in the literature, like the importance of lip con-415

trast in the expression of disgust, and the relative weight of the up-416

per vs. lower face in anger, joy, sadness, and surprise. We have ob-417

served the consistency of our Mechanical Turk survey results over418

time with a variety of character types, convincing us that the fa-419

cial language we are deciphering has a hidden vocabulary which420

communicates in a similar way no matter who the audience, or the421

particular way the facial words are communicated. Stylized facial422

expression, in other words, is a bit like typography, in that the basic423

letter configuration can be recognized no matter what the type style,424

so long as certain basic elements are present.425

In our approach, the cardinal expression underlying each of the 6426

basic character facial rigs allows the artist/animator to simply tweak427

the subtlety and emphasize aspects of the expression that fit the428

story best. Moving separate features using the understanding of429

these triggers would allow for exaggeration of the expressions built430

in, resulting in clearer and non-ambiguous expressions as a default.431

Default rigs for stylized characters can be designed that support the432

universal triggers we discovered. One smart facial rig can be cre-433

ated for many characters, saving both time and money. Expressions434

can be reviewed more easily as triggers engage or disengage based435

on an intelligent grammar. The underlying structure is transparent436

to the animator. Shifting from an angry expression to mildly irri-437

tated should simply consist of dialing down the triggers associated438

with anger.439

In further research, we plan to investigate the relationship between440

the most realistic possible computer-generated face and their styl-441

ized counterparts. Do we apply the same pattern-recognition rules442

to each? Are expressions as easily and quickly recognized on both443

types of faces? What characterizes the different level of acceptance444

for the reality of expressions on a stylized character vs. a virtually445

human one?446
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Expression %
Joy 76 86 80 96
Sadness 4 0 2 0
Anger 2 0 0 2
Surprise 12 14 14 2
Fear 2 0 2 0
Disgust 2 0 0 0
No Emotion 2 0 2 0

Figure 15: Joy universal. The upward arc of the lower lip is one of the most robust of all our facial cues. Another important cue are widely
opened eyes, associated especially with surprise. Here a wildly divergent set of entities - a ”found” face (actually a window hinge), two
animated characters, and a manipulated pepper, provoke very similar responses, with even the percentage of people who picked surprise
remaining constant, except in the case of the pepper, whose ”eyes” are squinted rather tha wide open, an important feature of the laugh.

Expression %
Joy 0 0 2 0 2
Sadness 0 4 0 6 6
Anger 94 86 92 90 74
Surprise 0 0 0 0 0
Fear 0 4 0 0 2
Disgust 6 6 2 4 6
No Emotion 0 0 4 0 10

Figure 16: Consistent responses in spite of degree of stylization. Here 4 highly stylized faces (a robot with no eyebrow hair, a line drawing,
a fairly realistic head, and a bald creature missing a nose) register remarkably similar anger scores. In posing these characters, we kept
consistent the wideness of the eye, the oblique angle of the surmounting brow/lid, and the tensed, clenched mouth, the key triggers for the
angry face. Note that eyebrow hair can be dispensed with as long as the equivalent shape is suggested by the brow skin and upper eyelid.
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